Genomic profiling of interpopulation diversity guides prioritization of candidate-genes for autoimmunity.
Autoimmune diseases seem to have strong genetic attributes, and are affected to some extent by shared susceptibility loci. The latter potentially amount to hundreds of candidate genes (CG), creating the need for a prioritization strategy in genetic association studies. To form such a strategy, 26 autoimmune-related CG were genotyped for a total of 72 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in three distinct Israeli ethnic populations: Ashkenazi Jews, Sephardic Jews and Arabs. Four quantitative criteria reflecting population stratification were analyzed: allele frequencies, haplotype frequencies, the Fst statistic for homozygotes distribution and linkage disequilibrium extents. According to the consequent interpopulation genomic diversity profiles, the genes were classified into conserved, intermediate and diversified gene groups. Our results demonstrate a correlation between the biological role of autoimmune-related CG and their interpopulation diversity profiles as classified by the different analyses. Annotation analysis suggests that genes more readily influenced by environmental conditions, such as immunological mediators, are 'population specific'. Conversely, genes showing genetic conservation across all populations are characterized by apoptotic and cleaving functions. We suggest a research strategy by which CG association studies should focus first on likely conserved gene categories, to increase the likelihood of attaining significant results and promote the development of gene-based therapies.